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THE TITLE h

UTILIZING THE GROUP PROCgSS IN COMMUNITY COLLEGE HEALTH INSTRUCTION

.

:II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Hither education has been the sloweit to resliond to Modern leaching

theories as far as application to the classroom is concerned. Most

'community college faculties continue to utilize the lecture method

with little reinforcement from other techniques, Bast Los Angelei

'College has been the recipient of much Fe eral funding to develop- '

and strengthen its instructional program because it is made irp

of a majority of educationally disadvantaged students with_ _

bilingual and bicultural problems. Spedial efforts have been

made in thedevelopment of a learnAug center,multi-media aids,

and programmed instruction. However, little or nothing has

actually-been done in the classroom itself tochange from the

traditional classroom lecture method. 'Students are 'referred

to these innovative centers from the classroom Which to a

greater degree has remained aloof from new methodology'. The'

result has been high attrition rate, loW motivation, development

of numerous learning problems, and in general, loss of student %

interest in college.

Health instruction in the community colleges has been a tecNikeil

. .

course for graduation. As a result, the student's motivation ,

for learning' the material has not been tied in withhis own

1

no*
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interests or goals. Furthermore, the course has always been

4
taught at East Los Angeles College bythe traditional lecture

method with little. opportunity for student participation. As

a result, the goals of health education, which propccse'to. giye:

the student a fundamental knowledge-of modernttalth information,

.

,cause behavior changes and attitude changes, and to become .

V

discriminative in evaluating health information have not been

applied to overcome the problems, of low motivation and resulting

2

attrition.

;\

The high -risk student, the educationally or economically
a

disadvantaged, is not successful in the traditional lecture-.

type class where his success most often is dependent upon his

,
taking quick and accurate notes. At East Los Angeles College,

where the majority of. students arq Spanish- speaking, this

.

type of course presentation presents a handicap: ,I have

observed students confronted' with this type of learning

situation, sitting confused, not able to take down a single

page of meaningful notes. Then.when,thia student finds

himself in difficulti,"he is sent off to the learning or

tutorial center. I propose, that the claasrOom situation

4
itself can remedy this problem. 'This-can be achieved by

applying learning theory to the classroom presentation and

making-it a student-centered activity rather than the

traditional teacher-centered activity.

0
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III. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The students at East Los Angeles College have the benefits of a

Aearning center, peer counseling, and tutoring'. While these

are of great assistance in the overcoming .of learning problems,

many of the learning problems have been created by the traditional

classroom lecture situation. Learning in higher education does

not go on any differently than in the K-12 fequence. The classroom

itself should provide a non-stress opportunity for shared learning.

. It should hUmanize the learning proces3. ()Students should be aware

0!`

-, of each other And:know each other and devell? a respect for the

individual 'worth `cc,:e each member of the class. The- purpose of this

study is to develop- a. classroom learning experience that involves-

everyone. Through participation in the developlent of the course

goals and objectives ifie stiide4:will feel a part of the

learning expetience. By sharing his nowledge he will have the

stimulus of ego-involvement in motivating his efforts. He will

,
also have the added effect of peer approVal wiich would stimulate

a

his effort to \compete. Many innovative colleges have adopted

this approach t4 improving the classroom learning experience.'

This study will atempt to show through the data collected that

the group dynamics methodproinoteS greater learning because, of

increased motivation ,khtough stimulation of the student's interest
.

and also because of the greater ,individual involvement of the

student in goal and objesktive development than' dbes the traditional

lecture presentation.
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Tolman's position regarding learning is that first-it must be

1
goal directed. ?It is always ge'tting-to ward Something, or

0 0

getting-away from something. Secondly, behavior makes use of

,

environmental support as means-objects toward the goal. Behavior

is cognitive as well as purposive. Third, there is a selective

preference for short or easy means-activities as against long

. or difffcult ones. 'He further staes that one of the intervening'
...

of

variables is the "need .systeTtr. A need. may arise. trom,a
.

Ns ' 4 P...

psychologically defined drive:conaition. Lewin states that

when &person is attracted by-an object that object is said to

have a positive valence.2 (A person tends.to move toward a

region in life space that has positive valence; that is toward
. o

an attractive goal or\into kregion where satisfying. activity

is possible. Psychological success and failure depend upon

ego involvement. The goals must be real to the learner, so

that, if achieved there is the elation Of a significant

accomplishment; if not achieved, there is a chagrin or

humiliation Of, defeat

This study will attempt to show through a study. of baCkground

f

eir

material that by combining various comporientsof psyChology

intoan organized procedure that personally involves the

student, motivation and learning will be enhanced.

4%.

lErnest R. Hilgard, THEORIES.QP LEARNIM (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1956) pp. 186-188.

2lbid, p. 277.

4



THE HYPOTHESIi.
Ot

Learning takes place more effectively in a learner- centered class

. than in ateacher-centered class and that group activity reducea

4

inner .restraints, makes possible a:satisfaction of needs,, and

involvetent of the emotions of the learder facilitates learning.

.

V. BACKGROUND

. .
Presently in education,

.
.

plate better when there is

V
. ,

,o is

is being recognized that learning takes .

ey

social interaction-. As a result much

research-has been dons on bow.students Interact and learn in-a social

. ,

context. It_had been noted by one,Of the researchers that
'

is a need -for instructors to go beyond the traditional method and td,

" develop skills in "teacher- student planning, in the socometric and
.

-related techniques and the use-of anecdotal
.

records and _their inter-
..

, .

Tretation.- Seven conclusions .have resulted from an analysis .of

4

group behavior,:''
. ,

1. The major influenceon learning 4.n the classroom is
influenced 'by their socio-emotional needs.

,

2. Progress of students as well as what they learn is influenced
. by their socio-emotional needs.

4

3. The pattern of ielitionsh4g in the classroom as well
as relationships,inTimences learning.

4. The-groups within the,ciassroom can be so'orgAnized as
to facilitate or, block learning,

1
Sidney.L. Pressey, Francis P. Robinson, `John E. Barracks,

PSYCHOLOGY IN EDUCATION (New York, Harper & Brothers) pp. 120-00.

,

0
a
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S. Classes require
41.

6:' 'Instructors can
and attitudes.

7: Instructors can
. t

,(z.

time and help to learn to operate as g-grOup.

use glow behavior to change pupil' behavior

-usethe.group in .teaching probleM

The question'often,arises that, "Isn't the PROCESS of learning the

sameas that for.enindividual as it is.for a group?" Researchers

have found the answer to be NO. Xhe.procesils the same in the

-social situation as it is out of it; but the context, the'wordS,

the acts; the points of iew, and the various other stimuli are

Supplied-by other ersons and the)learners' 'reactions are judged

and modified by the expectations and the permissible.limits set

'

by the. group.. The individuals personal needs nolonger have

primecy. They must be satisfied-!-or not:satistied-=on the group's

own tents, not on his. The activities.-Of the group are directed

by -its needs to _the end_ that group,goals will be attained.
re

ActuallYgroup'gOal is a common goal that the group" achieve

and that gives individuals a part in attaining it. .The instructor

should not think of the groupai a specific entity: The people

come,toit as individuals,: function in it as individuals, and

leave it as intividUals. .The study of "group learning" is the .

.

'study of individual learning in a gr9up situation.
.

A

./ '
ObServation revealt how important the group becomes for the,learnevp.

'how he Modifies his personal goals to fit.those of the group, how

-.4,1e adjusts to the group: :the individual perdition of the other

.f:r

members changes, and he.tends to evaluate them in terms of their

10 ; 0

O
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contributions to the groupsand to. give leadership status to these'.

.

who seem to be making the greatest contribution. Ithas been copfiTmed
v,

that the standardsTeople set for ,themselves are usually determined
.

't

b34he-Lindards of the grouPof'which' they erwmeMberS:

Motivation. The group is an tmportant,motivationarlearning force.

If the groAperceives the class.assiments,as worth while an
.i. .

interesting, members.will be well motivated and, will rally,
4

.

4 .

. ...A

'fry to master the work. 'If on the other hand, the group assumes

e .

--...-. an attitude of indifference.or active opposition tol,the cass-and
, -

i ts concerns,cerns, it will'be exceedingly difficult to motivate an indr-
o

dual student to enjoy,.sdhOolor to produce the effort he is capable
. . .

p

',of., It has been observed, that in a socialized learning atmosphere

f
there is greater conformity to the group norm ,.thanin a lecture in

'which there was no, group interaction.

.

Many experiments have, been done to prove that behavior changes

:are more greatly changed by group discuskon methods than by lectuie
I. .

methods. tooperative learning favors the transfer of.their tf
0

learning, to their own behavior in appropriate situations.'

,Learner- centered vs teachdr-centered classeal It was found that

if 4 in the student-centered class there is a decrease in interpersonal

' and an increase inemotional adjustment ,and ego integration.2
4 Oft

!Oft

4

1J. Levine encl..). Butler "Lecture Versus Group Dedision in
Changing.Behavior", Journal of Applied Psychology, l952, pp. 29 -33.

,;k1., A. Flanders, "Perional-social Anxiety as.a Factbr ift

Experimental Learning Situations", Journal of Educational'Reiearch,
1951',' 45, pp. 100-110.

1 1
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Because of the socialization experiences students will often learn

.together as a group, things that they either *mid not attempt alone .

or would findAmpossible if they were proceeding solely on their own.

Social influences tare woven inextricably into the very texture of
#,

learning. A genuine, !.earning. experience involves the emotions of

the learner, and the conditioys that exist in a group learning
. '

"simition govern the extent to which tht necessary emotionality
4 ,

%

distracts, inhibits, or facilitates learning., The extent Wave atm-
.

wants to continue his education, depends to a great,exient on

the college's ability to 'satisfy his'emotional needs. The four

most important need SatiSfactipps the ,'student finds in socialited

learning situations are u,_

'1'-------, 1 .

.

,..

. .

'1. de-individuation previously referred-m., .

I.
. --.. .

.

. le
, 2.. help he is given in attaining goals that require-cooperative

-1....action. 4 -

S-. support his opinions and behavior patterns receive.

4. satisfaction of, his desire for ipproval'and status.

4

Ego' Involvement. As the'Atudent becomes identified and ego-invOlved

wIth'his group it becomes more and more a point of reference for

him. He adapts his level :Of aspiration, hiA Behavior, and his

concept of his environment to the' group norm. He acts in concert with'

the group if he becomes psychologically:a part of it and he perceiies

himself and his experiences as portraying.the rolethe group.assiga6

him.

a

12
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Jive £hstructor who hopes to achieve his instructional objectives

should 'try to use the :existing interests, attitudes, and .

b

mOiivations of the students. 'What.direction the group, takes is'

up to tljeinstructorir techniques.,
, 4

. Another result of gro4p leaining is a sensitivity in dealing

with others. StUdy of social perception in college students-

stated that individuals who later at,quire prestige. and

leadership status are those who possess more than the average

.amount of sensitivity to -group opihInh..

.

The -benefits of group activity have been supported by many
.) .

lint4 of experimental evidence. AS early 'as 4281; Watson reported
4 .. . :

subjects-were asked to make up words from a given-work, using' .

. .

.

- `the letters it 'contained,.
I

Subjects working aloil4;made up about .

.

, 32 wordswith a given time

.

. cooperatively in groups of

limit, whili the subjects working

5 or 6 could make up. about., 75 words

?
.\

in' the same time.

p

tiVision of labor is one-factor" contributing to the "great output,
( .

. (

of groups. 'That ist, the various members of' the group, can work
. .

at different parts of the, task' atthe same'time, whereas an.
..,..:

, indiviZlual working by himself must handle all the parts himself
,

one at a, time. .

-i7

. 1,

1G: B. Watson, "Do Groups, Think $ore !tfficIently, Than Individuals"

Journal of Abnormal- Social' Psychology, 1928, V. ,23 pp. 328-336.



Another effect noted in group behavior is tfle,"assembly eftect".
1,

This, is the relationShip- of the"measutabli-traits'of each individual -

to those of others in the group. Two groups were studied: one

group was,hciMogenebUs in, theit personality *riits the other

heterogeneous: When placed in a problem-solving situation

the nonhomogeneous groups were superior to the homogeneduein
.

their solutions. Also the homogeneous group was satisfied with

their solution to the problem even though of poor quality. .

"More disagreement with group solutions were pressed by memberS

of the nonhomogeneous groups despite the bettet,gualitrof

their solutions..

/

Principles. for improving the effectiveness of cooperation'

Imre been identified in relation to eight variables: atmosphere,

threat reduction, distributive leadership, goal formulation,

flexibility, consensus, process awareness and continual

evaldation.2

Atmosphere. One of the most effective ways to improve group

;activity is to improve the physical.ietting in which the group
-

1

meets and works.. Seats should be arranged so members can all

see each other. The best group size is between 12 and'15. The
a

size of the group should be the smallest group in;which it is

Floyd L.,Rych Scott, PSYCHOLOGY AND LIFE,'6th edition.

(ChiCago: Foresman aid Comany, 1969) pp.:419-420. ".

, - b .

u,..:., J.R. Gibli, G.N. Platts and J: Miller, DYNAMICS. OF .

'' PARTICIPATIVE -bROUPS; (Boulder :' Xpiyafsity of Colorado Press,. 1951).
'

1
.2t
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possible to have represented at a functional-level allthe socialization

and achievement skills required for the particular learning activity

at nand.

Threat Reduction. In a group meeting fdr the first time people

are made more coMfortable and more. a_part of the group by learning,,,

. a little about-each other. Introductions can overcome feelings of -
_a-

insecurity.that are frequently brought out by, the prgsence Of

strangers.

.Distributive leadership. Leadership can be shared by the different

members of theigroup. Such a sharing of leadership causes-each .,

, . . . .

person to feel more confidence:in both,himself andothers. Those ,

,..

.
..-

c i who
,

lead..ein a democratic.group situation are not under the tension
. -

111P

r,

autocraticautratic leader:
.

1
7...

, 1.
Goal Formation. ThegrOup should be free to set up .its Own goals'.

A that Cannot ,show each-member
,

that he has- something to.
...

__ -contribute-and*sometfiing>gain-fromMembership is an unproductive_ _

*
7%. . ,"

'''' 1tone.
, , .s.

L,-..

,

.1Flexibility. Often-the class assignments and topis are planned'
-' , 7:- - .'-, ,. = -

-.

so far in advanceAlthat the original interest
v.

is lost or conditions
.

.0 . i .

change in same important way between the time'of pianhirig and

I

the. time of the actual meeting. Plans 'are not sacred,, and should

. 'be flexible enough to permit changes to teeunanticipated
7. ,

interests of :the group.

15
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Consensus. In the democratic action an issue is formulated,

alternative. solutions are proposed, the pros and cons are discussed,

and eventually A 'consensus is reached that, everybody is "satisfied

with.

A
Process Awareness. Ai students iearn.to work!as.a:.group and to be

a, group, they become increasingly sensitive to the roles and needs

of differ-At members and to their own needs in relation to those

of the,othera. 'people who are relatively insensitive to the needs

of others -can learn much by paying'close attention to the process

of interaction within the group and by relating their observations

to ,their -own feelings.

Continual Evaluation. The grOup must continually, evaluate its

N.activities` and goals, makina whatever changes are suggested by'.

the evaluation. Withotit.evalua4on the members of a group will

tend to_lose interest and the group may eventually disintegrate.
r.

The value
-
of using'groupidynamics in the classroom hasmade it

possible to'capitalize on the differences in ability,and background

among students. ,Because it encourages contributions from all
,

-
members of a group. It also tends to-minimize the...undesirabl

effects Of excessive competition. c

16
4
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.-Comparisons of the results of autocratic and group-centered-

. .

methods have given Somewhat conflicting results.. The quantity

of workis dmetimes higher with autocratic methods, but more

signs of emotional tension are evident in an autocratic setting.
- - - - - - -

Successful group7teaching,is difficult if the students have not

been expoSed to it before. StudentS feel more secure in the

traaieional lecture methods, but once they. warm up to the group

Process the. results are rewarding = increased interest, lossof

stress, greater motivation, and'qualitatively'better learning.

I/

"Roie,of the Instructor in Group ,Learning. Theinstructor who

wants rio exert the.mosteffective keadership in groulearning

situations should become a part of. ttie grouP., The instructor

should be.a participant rather thin a supervisor. Lorge found
.

. . . .. , .

that the,amount of information learned between the two technicosee

was. not constitently different,but the group taught.by

. .

discutsion undertook' voluntary work .and individual activity more.
0 -.

./

The- -behavior -of- g roups during prolileml solving-versus-individual

.

problem 'solving showed that in small groups the.individual. had 1-

,. t
. ..--

an opportimityto make his contribution, but in large groups th 't-'

-I'.was not alWays so and the more aggressive member of the group

_took:overand dominated the situation.1_

1Robert M.-Travers, ESSENTIALS OF. LEARNING (N.Y.: MacMillan^
:,c

17
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It is quite likely that a pattern Of reinforcement based on

variable amounts of reinforcement destribesthe things that go
.

environment of most.. organiSms more realistically, than

--a-pattern-of reinforcement based on-a'combination of simple 9%

reinforcement and nonreinforcementl Behavior is more apt to

be reinforced from time to tine with one of a number of different

amounts or kinds or reinforcement. ,Thus an employer rewards an

employee from time to time with a raise in salary, a, smile, or

a handshake. Similarly in the group learning situation\approvals
1,

from the group or instructor on,the contribution made serves to

reinforce.) A student who Achreves-a9ertain knowledge through -

free investigation and -spontanec4 elfo'rOwill later be able to

retain it; -he:will have acquired-d MethodOregy that can-Sere,

hip for the,rest of his lifei-',which will .stimulate his curiosity
. ,

without the' risk of exhauseineit:x At the very least, instead
4 ,

of having his memory..take priority over exercises impOsed front

_Outside;_he will learn,to make his reason function by- himself

and will build 'his own ideas, freely:? .

While there is disagreement amongthe many learning theorists,

Hilgard states the following summary that would be ,agreed

upon by all:3.

'James Deese,

Co.,'1967), p..147
.,714

2Jean Piaget,
Publishers, 1973),

3-
Ernest R. Hilgard:THEORIES OF LEANING,

Century - Crofts, Inc., 1956)'; .pp. 486-487.=

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING,

TO DNDERSTAND is TO INVJNT,

p. 93.

1.

18

(N.Y.:

(N.Y.:

(N.Y.:

McGraw Hill

..Grossman

Appleton-

. 14
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1.--A mptivated,learner acquires what he learns-more reaidily

than one who is not motivated. the relevant motivet inclUde

-both general and, specific ones, for example; desire to learn

need,* achieyeMent, desire for a certain: reward or..to

avoid a threatened punishment.

2.- ,Motivation that is too intense (especiallyali, fear,
, -

anxiety) may be accompanied by distracting emotional

states, so that excessive motivation may be_less effective

than moderate motivation,for learning -some kinds of tasks,
.

. .,
. ,

;
,

especially. those-involving difficult discriminations.

4

' . '', 1

Vt1
Learning Wider f7rhe control of

. .,,.

to learning undeF,the control

.learning motivated by success

reward is°usually preferable

of, punishment., Correipondingly,

is preferable to learning

motivated'hy failure. 'Even. though -the theoretiCal'issue is

still unreso1'ed, the practical outcome must take into-

account thesosial byproducts, which tend. pa be more

favOrable under reward thAn under 'Anisbment._

4.. Learning under intrinsic motivation is preferable to le'arning.,

uhderextrinsic motivation.

19
I
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. 5. Individuals need practice in realistic goals. for.

themselves, goals neither so low :as 'to elicit. little effort nor. '

so high as to foreordain to failure. Realistic gbal-setting

leads.t6 more satisfactory improvement than unrealistic goal-

.setting.

. ft. Active participation by a learner is preferable, to passive

reception when learning, for example, from a Iecture.Or a

motiOnvicture.

7. Meaningful materials and meaningful tasks are learded More

.1
readily than nonsense materialS and more readily, than tasks

not un erstood.by the learner.

4

r
Transfer to'neW tasks 1.411-be better if, in learning, the learner

can discover relationships fore himself, and if_ he has experience

during learning of applying the principles within a variety

taSkb.

O

, . . .

The preceding points list'd by Hilgard are useful generalizations

. .

that most learning theorists agree upon asbeing of substance%
c

.

Hilgard-further .states that when comparing-two different teaching,

Method& one may not.hecessarily come out with results that are

different statistically, and one method may not be conclusively
, - ,

better than another, but it is still possible that alternative.
0,4.

methods Are equally acceptable and this is of importance and

comfort where an instructor may prefer another 'method.

20
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Influence of Group'. Participation. Nhereas it is relatively easy

17

to -teach people-facts, prinaipled; aid theories, it is .much more

, .

diff4cult to. teach them ways of behavior. Experiments have shoWn,
I. .

..- .., ,

,

,

..

,..

tfiai die cooperative- attitude and feeling of personal,involvement .

.

-

that coie.from g'roup participation are among the most:effectivarmeanso
.. ......, '

of prdmoting behavior changes.
1 1:',

-Cr

- .

'Considerable research has centered around the use.o

such as slides, filma, charts,. etc. StdieS show

. .. ,
1

provide for audience participation are Superior.tolthose which
. ,

-....., .
. -

c,

.",prowl.de onlypassive review. the.pommen s and explanations, accom...
i

1

special aids

hat' films that

ponying a.film are also very impottant'An.determining itS effectiVenesi.
2

A

The Influence of Attitudes. Sdmetimes people become

,
"

involved in the defense of a controversialt!position
.

1
. &

blind to logical arguments on the

has been dempnstra'ped in a number

subject matter can affec'i

4 0

Ofteh studenei are able to use conceptd aid generalitations foried in

paardituations that had certain similari ies to the pfebent'one.

- SOme Pnewn problems; in fact Can-be solved, entirely by the
i .

.

,, 1 r .,

application of-past learning. Others require that the student-Work.
- 1A 0

out new cOncepts or discriminations:

so emotionally

that they become

otker side. this phenomenon

of labottory-studies.. Emotional

reasoning not only in the 4.

1,
Floyd L. Ruch Scott, PSYCHOLOGY AND LIIIFE, 6th edition, (Chicago,

Foredmanand Co., 1969) p. 107. ,
41,

2
Ibid:, 121

3
Ibid., p., 339.



immediate problem,-but.also in.those which follow it. "The,

relationship; between ability to solve problems and the tendency

'to cOnforM hit-also been: studied. ° * -

o. < o.1 tv ,
Most of the learning theoriei _pertain to the individual. What.

happens when.antridividuallsi,environnient

another person? ani human goals 'can be

by cooperative effort thanty individual

_includes the behavior of

achieved. more effidiently

endeavor. This has

been supported by any lines of experimental evidence.
O

Division of labor is one factor contributing-to the greater output

of groupt in such sitqations. That is, the various memberd of the

group can,work at different parts of the task at the Sate time,

whereas an ipdiVidual 'working by timtelf muss handle all the .parts

himself one at a,time. MOreover,-feWer, errors tendcto creep into th-et-

final product, of a group effort ,since the errors of oneoindivi4ual

earereactIlY detected and 'corrected by someone else.

VI.4 DEFINITION OF TERMS

,

,l. Group dynamics is7participative action that encourages

participatip and'-Contributions from-all members of'-the

groups while minimizing the undesirable effects ofexcestive
. competition.

2:- Learner .(student) - centered activity is lgarning determined

the group determining .its goals, standards, andachieving2.
these through ;Operative effort add dividing the-labor,in
this_probleml-solving, activity;

4 .

3. Instructor -centered activity is learning determined by the
instructor who sets up the goals, standards,.and achieves
these through the'traditional lecture and examination method.

,

a
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4: Group leader was the person selected by eachlgioup after the
class was told to form themselves into four groups andhad
been giVen time to-work together on a pre -test, problem.

/

. 5. Status-is the group's pereeptions of its own characteristfct'
and those of the interacting groups'whith determine member'.
reactions and thus the character of the interaction between. -

groups.' .

VII. LIMITATIONS OF.THE STUDY
, ,

..... ......- ,;., ..

w.. . v
. .

The Study only applia to tip:, evening classes in Heafih:10 composed
. ,

of a total of 75-individuals (40 in the Tuesday class and 35,in

1..
the Wednesday class), meeting from 5:00 to. 7:00 p.m.

Since evening division Clas4s are usually composed, of, older working

students, the satple.was not.as representative as one would encounter

in -a regular day Clais. Alscp-M-attrition-of-evening-ieugrate

was found to be a result of job change and different hours of employ-
,

. ment not permittingthem to make the early 5:00 hour. The-evening

student represents a greater heterogendity'in educational

background and experience thin is usually encountered in the day,

, . , ,

student who transfers directly from the high school. The evening
.,

students had such more information on health-from their personal
. , ..

. ., . .

. experience to draw upon sn7,that it could not be sepapied from their

learning during the class activity.

Since this was,a neveXperience-fer many members of the groups-100

wet used to the traditional method, some, lack of partiCiiation-

was notd.bythe more timid and shy members whO.would turn in

written abstricts of their research, but withdrew from verbal

expression.

23
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A

Because of the short duration of the class session -(two hours) that
-----

was'liMited to one meeting, per week, the feeling of belonging was
4.

difficult to establish. Communication had be.estariehed by.

telephone by the leader to relay 'information not coveredin the'

short class period.

o
. _

There was no time to give each group atest-to determine the traits

20

.
.

of each individual to those of others iri the group to determine. .

their .homogeniilty or honhomogsnit,y. The Rosenberg:erlick,,and

Berkowitz study shoWs that homogene6ilsgroups perform less effectively

in their solUtions to problem solving.1
Nonhomogeneous groups 4

it*

are highly superior in the quality`bf folutionsproduced. Also

the homogeneous groups are usually satisfied with their solutions '

in spite of the'poor quality'compared with the nonhomogeneous group
_ .

. .

who'differed in their opinions r egarding the solutimideS4Ite-the

superior quality. This researcher, while aware of thisimportant

trait differenCe.in the composition of the groups and their traits '"

'.
;

oryprOblem Solving as an important variable to confider in group

performance, did not have 'the time to administer the Guilford-

Zimmetman Temperament Survey in addition to the. regular course

examinations.

.

Principles for,improving the effectiveness of cooperative activity
t,

have been identified in relation to eight variables:

lS. Rosenberg, D.g. Erlick and L. Berkowitz, "Some Effects
of Varying Combinations ofGroup Members on Group, erformance
Measures and Leadership Behaviors", Journal of Abnormal Psydhology,
1955, pp.' 195-203.

24
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1. atmosphere

2. stress reduct4

3.. disttibutive leadership

4. goal,formaaon ,

S..

5. flexibility

6.. consensus

7: ''process awareness

8. continUA/eviluation'

a the eight listed abovonly twerelimited: atmosphere ana

4

21

consensus. The clAsSroom was the traditional type, And'at the beginhing

and end pteach Session the chairs had to be rearranged sothat all

members could e each other.The size of the group at the beginning

was. too lLs8 until after the third wee hen some aetrition occurred.

Alpo on con$roveisial issues >consensus,was not reached because of

-certain ethnic and religious concepts ingrained '(og. units, on

birth control and family planning, marijuanvuseand abuse).

The literature and experimental evidence written on group dynamics

q
. ,

by many authors is voluminpus, so this research limited itself to

the: research material- primarily concerning grodp:dynamies as an

educational or classroom tool.

VIII.. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS.

- It is assumedthat a sample of 75 students will be adequate upon

which to base cenclusioh and recommendations regirdifig the grout ,.

dynaiics.proceos ai an effective tool for learning health informieion.

25
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7

4.iS /so assumed that the' results of this study will be ,evaluated

strIct3y on the fadingsof'tlifs.porficular group of Health 10

students in this particular situation, and not on a comparison,
,

4

performance with, the traditional method, as practiced other

Hedlth 10 clesiaL
.4

. -

It is also assumed that ttid,stuaente answers on the evaluatiOn forms

*

were-honestqpInions. No names were requested on the papers so as to

permit the: student the ultimate fre0o0' of expressioh., .

%. ..

Irwasalso assumed that* the group dynamics. process could be 'used
e- _3

in tgathinga:cou5se that .As based on information and.facts.. There,

are.Many cOntroversi41 issues sipd, problems related to health,- but
4

the absumptioeWaS made that the gronps.would introduce sup porti
, ,

scientificsevide40 even for,their'divergent opinion's.

, 0

It was also assumed by the results of.interdew with 50t,of the

faculty:that-the mgthod used,atEaat Lodilteles College was the
,

trad:Ctional method of the lecture preseneatAon.

"IX. %PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTINGIDATA.

,,J
',The data collected was derived from the following aptivities:

A., "ObsrAations and anecdotal records of:

1

.1. Socialization and grnq
/

endeavor,
.

2. Effect of eg&Anvolvement 41:d'Aocial behavior

3. Gyoup 'sensitivity
/

4. Competition 'and. cooperation

5, Grodis.doodmotia .toward their established goals
1 it. %, 01.

11.... . . ..
,./4,i' ,.
. , .,

(
l

.

, .

.., }ma*

#

26
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Student feed -back. from admanihtereesdrverTnettuments.

C.-J.ieasurement of tasks .completed in relationAo..go'als arid-
.

objectives setup at beginning of Coarse.
.

Evaluation based-on compilation of course evalUieions submitted

1:1, students
.

.

Review-of grades issued on the basis of performance
44

on tests

add discussions.as an indicator of learning..
-

The observationi and:interpretations #e recorded and preiented.in
0

'--the data section, and consist of analysis deducted frOm the
.

41

facts recorded.. the' extent of sio'cialization and .gaup endeavor was

,-......observed when the groups were given,15minutes at the beginning of
, 1 ".

the class session to (meet 'and put thelrpresentation,toge#ier.

Each gioup presented a specific facet of ,'the topic assigned

-
,

for that date.' 'Members of the group were obaerVed also during
S

their. presentations to evaluate the'material presented as well as

the fiequency of recitations andratitOuntof contributions:The ego is

concerned 1.-Tilli. ma in ta ifilagaadiarap-proval--and--se-1-f-es teem-and-thus-
4

. "....- .......l...-:-........

is tied' with the de#ire to contribute. This factor of ego
. .

_

involvemInt is expressed by psychological success or failure. The

e

t

*
",

goal that each individual chooses must be real to the learnek, so ,
. that, if achieved there is, the elation.of significant accortiplishment

and approbation of the group and instructor.' Also observitions dea1t

with group sensitiyity, factors of competition and cooperation, and'

the accomplishment of themgs developed at the first meeting.

'Exhibit Bin tie appendix.

0 -
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In addition to the_oltermarion-and-Tecording-of-data, specific

'survey instruments were administered to the ,class to get feedback

on attitudes and interrts. 1 The topics
E

tole covered were checked °

/

off on the master schedule.2 This master schedule listed byhe

week the tasks and information to be..covered.

The.previous year's .class was taught by the traditional method.

.

No 'extensive comparison' was` planned, but merely a check of

periiatance and grades-issued to determine the extent the group
. ,

,

dynamics method' had on* these .two factors.

The evaluation data was also retrieved through the administration

of.a mid-term examination Consisting,of essay-type questions. The

student was given a choice of three out sC four questions to prepare

outside of clasp. .-lhe..instrument itself was designed, to be a

J.

learning_expexience in....itself as well 'as free of'strest.' The game.'

instrument was given to both classes so that a sample' of 75 students

was obtained. EaChpaper-waa-graded-and-commentsmade.tothe-student-
.

pertaining to the quality of the work. The same procedure was

" .... 2... --. - - . . ,

.

0

, used fo'r the -final examination.3 Class time was taken to review
..., . , .

e

both examinations and-to4answer questioni.
. ,

The thiid instrument given to the students oflpoth classes was a

^ ;0-

course evaluation form with questions to be checked off either "yes"

'Exhibit C in the Appendix.

2
Eshibit B in the appendix.

3
Exhibit E in the appendiX&t:,
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. .

or "no ". In addition the last question provided.the student with the

opportunity to express in his own- words his or herreaction to the

class. Hand tallies were made of the responSeeindPerCentages..

recorded. The comments were noted and-itemized.

The findings are presented in tables and graphs,. WequestS for

Cr.

copies of this report have been made by faculty who are presently

working on a federally funded project to improve instruction.

Copies of this report will 'be, distributed to the College Preaident)

Dean of Instruction, and 'faculty.' :Conclusions-will be made on the

effectiveness of this method,ias opposed to the traditional in

motivating and stimulating students to actively participate in
4

.,the learning process.

It is hoped that this data will serve as an incentive to other faculty

ea ve

groupprocess:

X. RESULTS OF THE STUDY.

The dati collected to suppor _hypothesis, "That learning takes,

place-more-effentiliely in-alearner-Icentered class than-in-a---

teacher-centered ciass.snd that group-activity reduces inner

restraints, makes possiblea satimfaci'ion,of,needs, and involvement

of the emotions of the learner facilitates learning," resulted from

informational tests, evaluation instruments, and observation. The

number of students sampled was 75. the sample was adequateXo,

provide a representative cross-section of Health 10 students.

29
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0
Development of Course Objectives.

devoted to the group determining,

The first meeting of .the class *was

1
its own goals and objectiVes,

,When asked what they wanted to gelt out of a course in health, the

class responded with aivariety-of answers that were writtenonthe

blackboard. The' group then reworded the list and established Oise

in order of priority.

SecOndly, the class decided upon:the various ways in which the group

could.artomplish their goals. These strategiesviere compiled from

thegroup's discussion.
2

Alew of the students did not feel..4

:comfortable with .the methodology ',Ling devoid of instructor'iecturing,

and a compromise was reached. Certainof the more technical units
7,

'Were presented by the instructor Nikh audio - visual aids:
0

Development of Strateei.for Accomplishing Goals. The second hour
,

,

Of the. tirit..meeting_was.Jused_to have-the-grouViteolde-their-o41
V , .

learning keethods, climate and assessment. 'The non-negotiable

requireient was the reading of text assignments. However, it was

pointed out that the volume of readings was not as important as

-the purpose and the relationship it had to. the learning goals and
_

that the student should be able to Comprehend the material and find

it personally- meaningful-% It-was also pointed out that the student

should keep in mind societal changes and the reading and issues

r

'Exhibit A in,,the appendix.

2lbid. d
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.selected should ielate to the real world and,its problems. The

class decided uponthe following methodk:1

.

1. Independent study

2., Class discussion

3. Lecture by the instructor over the more technical umterial

4. Evaluation

a. Open book essay type exams,at the mid-term and,final

b. Class participation

c. Self-eyalpation

d. Course evaluation

--The-olass-was-then-designed-to-utilize:group dynamics,-independent-

study and_mutual pirticipation in problem solving, discussion techniques,

and, ego, involvement.

Sherif states that reactions are modified and altered to a greater

or lesser detree whets they are ego=involved and a student becomes ,

personally, involved- -then discrimination, judgment, perception,
. .

ememberingT-;thinkint-and-expliettAlehavAer-are-accordingLy-modified

or altered.2
'J';

The establishment of the course ;owls to guide the direction of the

.learning activities Of the Claes Was based upon_Tolmanisidea,

"purposive" theory of learning. Tolman's theory stresses' the notion

that an organism learns relations among stimuli rather than, relations

lExhibit G in the appendix.

2Muzager Sherif and Cahtruk She-Tit, THE PSYCHOLOGY OF EGO
INVOLVEMENT, (New.York,..John Wiley and Sons, 1967) p. 4.

-3,1
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among stimuli anc,iesponses per se. This is referred to as-dog iive.

or sign lear ing. Tolman stressed the importance of purpose i the

*arning pf n wjehavior. Learned behavior is always direct d

and "oriented wizard same endor goal.1

.In the technique .of group dynamic& reinforcementatiaes frokthe

.. , ,.
feeling, of belonging to the group and having contri-
butionshutions as well as the ego-anVOlvement of iiembers as ikey reig04

iii ..
ftom their own experiences about events ap_plicable to-the-situation.

-

is experienced, perceived-, judged, andreaCtedAo in
.1.

relation to other stimuli, preseneor past to which its functionally

"t related. Sherif brought together many experimental facts from

various major psychological phenomena .(including. perception, judgment,

affectivity, memory, and persOnaiity).indicating the way in which

a "frame ofreference" is involved in each of them.

Also, individuals learn those things which they finduseful. The

course topics and objectives were developed by the students a& to

what they thought was relevant to them. Each, individual read and

reported in discussions on specific topics they were interested in.

Another goal of the course was to remove stress by making the

learning situation enjoyable. The threat of a "test" according to

Piaget "poisdns" the .role between he teachet and, the student by

2
jeopardizing the work as well as mutual confidence. The examination'

1Muzager, o2.. cit., p. 24.

2Jean Piaget, TO UNDERSTAND`IS TO INVENT, (New York, Grossman
Publishers,973) p. 12. .7

t.)
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becomes an end in. itsalf. The discussion technique provides instant

% -

feed-back on the studai1ts knowledge without stress. Other eValuatioit

-r- \
methods, were assigned,-inv,estigations done outside of. class and.

t-
,

.

. submitted.in_the form of reports. "It is only.to.dle'extent that..

the teaching methods are 'active',--in that they forma greater .part

of the initiatives and spontaneous Worts of the student--that the
,,

results obtained have'meaning."1

The outcomes of combining the above tested learning devices in a

group-dynamits-situation-were-highly-successful-(far-beyond-the

expected results): The following Outcomes were accomplished:

29

1'. All assigned tasks given to learn .specific information were

completed. -;

2. The opportunities for students to group lor.cooperative
study accomplished.

3. The method employed provided for student_ interaction.
4

4. The students were able to discover their strengths and

weaknesses.
,

5. The feed-back on the evaluation instruments indicated the
students found the-classroom climate enjoyable for the
learning process to take place in.

6. Instant feed-back at .each session made the student aware of

his progress.

The following evaluation instrument was used; the results were hand'

tallied:

blIbid.
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( YOU DO' NOT NE :D TO SIGN'YOUR NAME) 2

S.

6.

8.

9

10.

COURSE EVALUATION

30

.' y
Has the science of health been Made more interesting- because
of grouparticipation. '

_

75 '. 00 0 .

.

. ...

.,
Do you, prefer the straight lecture method of ,presentation over
student centered presentation.

.

.4 10%;

37.

,

67

.

90t

7%

. ,

Did you feel you learned hpre because of your activities in
,the_preseneation.

70' 5.

.

Dio you feel you had an oppOrtunity to contribute to the 4lats? 75 1007. 0 07.

.

75 ,i00% 0

70 93% 5

68 sql:i

I

07.

,7%

.

l27..

.

. '

Did you feel a part of the group?

Was the material coverage adequate.'

.
.

Were you motivated to do more outside reading than in the
usual lecture class presentation.

. .

. .

Did you feel the group stimulated you to change health patterns
and ideas more than if youlhad just had straight lecture.

2.

45 607

72 96%

30.

1% i

(

40%

4%.

, ..

Did the Instructor coyer the more technical areas,to your..
satisfaction. ..

Was the class experience the type you, would like to see used in
other courses? : ",

70 937.

I

1

1

5 j 77

11. Briefly evaluateinyour own words your reactions to the,clgss.

34
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or

The last question (number 11) was designed o get the student's
-

31

reaction in his own words to the procedure. ,The following 34 commehts

were selected randomly from. out of TS samples:

"I feel that I preferre doing a'research or report rather than a

"straight lecture liecause.I think if we were assigned a chapter to
,

read,. I don't think it would ofbeen. done.. Maybe I mou14.of read

.-just for the exams. Being part of 'a Iroup-Itried to do aAetter.
.

-' report than the other student my- group, 'tot only that but

attempted in every way to do research for each Tuesday, and I

didn't want to. be shy in front of -the

a report or rather discuss line, I was

Ienjoyda being in group 1 and I feel

class and if I had to give

just going to give my point.

ourgroup is the only one that

tries their best from the other groups."/

"Ithought this health class wag more interesting than the other

health classes I.atiended,..because of the class participation. I

don't feel I learnednore, because 01g2tes44tationt_Were_not_____
S5

really saying anymore than I already knew. This is wherI would

halie preferred more lecturing from' the teacher."

° "Through group participatimiIfeelithat I have learned more about

the subject because welearn from each other: It also allow moire

freedom to bring out questions orpoints that may not.otherwise be

covered in a lecture. "
,

4'
"It watVery interesting and fun,-it wasn't like my other boring

classes. This is the type of- class that makes tie want to come to class

more often."
*

35
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"The trouble with'student centered presentation is that the outside

reading is really great, but some material was.too technical.- To a
.

doctor the material covered will be understandable and muestions may

be answered with understanding, because they.haVe the knowledge

the field. Nevertheless, the class is stimulating." a

_.-

"I'wished you had done a lot of lecturing plus, of course, more

opportunity to comment. I feel:you are very knowledgeable and c

-

specially you have-a very lovely way of talking- abotit all these

subjects which at times can be arid. I like a mixture-of techniques."

"I feel that this class has a good method in which the students tend
r4

0 learn more. If more filis were,shown.I think it would 'help.",

q "The only problem I have' is, finding the time to research for the
I .

presentation due to homework from work and Schbol which took up

almost all-of mytime."

. This was the fist dime I've taken Health in college and I enjoy

being here and having 'you as an instructoe-

"I really Can't say roo'muc about itlIthat is I like the class and

1,

then again I don't.. I get prepared for a subjec6t irk-advance and the

class seems to get off .into anoth" subject. We4llon't stick to our

schedule so I gave up and now don't prepare at all, just play it

by ear. ButI do like the spontaneous involvement of the class and

your explanation of certain subjects."

1 like the. class and the way all the people takepart id

36
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"Sometimee I think we got off a subject a little too quickly- -

1) Sexual behavior; 2) Nutrition. Overall. I find this type of

'class more relaxing therefore easier to he interested in."

"I think the class was very interesting and motivating by:groap, .

participation and the instructor's covekage,over the more techhical
...

, 1..-

areas."

4 V

"Time has been the$handicap of the class. Health*is such a wide,

subject, that two hoar classes hai hhmpered more wide7spread

.

participation. in my opinion this class should be a three hour class ,
, .-.,

k
.

with three units of-credit,
.

so we could go deeper into each subject

,

). .
. . . .

.

and report on it orally and in written-report form."

"Many points brought .up were sood. Other poifits brought up were just
kr

general rap (nothing gained, nothing lost).. But for the most ;part,

'for a health class ahywayr-student-participation was well established

4n thisyarticular class."

This class has beerenlightening-with alcit of information regarding

health problemeof 'today and information which will help me in alot

of happy healthful tomorrows4'

"It has helped'me overcome by problem of talking in the class because

of my speech problem.
.

It built up my courage,, and everybodyas

more open, and everything was made more interesting to put attention

to learn."

. "Very interesting. Class policy, was ilery relaxed which in turn made

learning- experience more relaXed and of course, more enjoyable.".
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"Normal lectures omit many areas whichthe teachers

overlook, Many areas are covered by students'which

instructor likes to see them loOk,for.! SO ,far this

. group discussions have dug deep for natetial."

sometimes'

I think the

semester, the

liked they way eacl, group made itd.repOrt to the rest. of the clAss

:btlt I was disappointedin that tot, many sat in class and made little

or no contribution on the subjects."

"Panel discussion should be restructured'. .Eyeryone it a panel should

.participate not. just some. likQ the feed back. EaCh panel o

should be assigned a different -topic"
o

"As for question number 7, I'was motivated to do more reading outside

the class, but, unfortunately I haven't the time during-theday:"

"I enjoyed the class because we were able to get, into subjecti more

realistically than if we were going along on a regular timetable

and lecture period."

"It gave me an oppurtunity to share My information to the group. I,

find that having groups,.the class is more involved--we get to know

one another."

"The class was good but I feel there Should be more time' for each group

talk. . Need a' quiz every other week."

"I feel the class has taught me more.in regardsto health and has

been very informatiYa6and interesting.
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4 "The class asawhole. was very good-and the teacher marvelous, but .

, el, j
1.

for mydelf, straight lecturing is much pore to By liking for I. get' ,

- , . ,

very nervous givingoral reports.." . .

liked and enjoyed the class. I'livery shy so I did bet particir

pate very much, itthought,the'information you.(thiOnstructor) gave

was much more interesting and vital to our learning. I preferred
,

listeningtoyeumorasothatehols.,1.
.

,also thought you should have Wet) us a choice between oral partici-
.

pation or,handing in a:written report every week ill:Order togive

everyone a fair chance with our grades.."

f
.

"Pie concept is an extremely good idea. One problem, can ice,

-however, are the reports written directly out of the book and

4

read. This can be boring with more gained thin when each person

reads it themselves.. I much preferred-this over great

improvement. Makes fot a good class."

"It's easy: You don't have to do very 'mat to get through. It'allowp

me to put more time to Classes that deal with my major and the actual'

work I'll be doing when I graduate."

"I was surprised that a He alth class, would be conducted in the

manner it was, I prefer this type because
:

feel that you do get

more out of a class when you break up:intogrbups. But I don't

agree in 'grading the group'as a whole but-rather individually.

Because you do have someone in the group that doesn't cooperate'

and receives the same grade as the rest of the group. So, I dolrefer

individual grading within the group."

39 .
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bgiteve a tepit.ehouIdli.have been' assigned to each individua to
Ts,

provide proper coverage over" 14pping."

. ,.,

k--*..1!Health has always been a boring subject.. The

rf

si which was ased)n this class wap very interesting to me,

entation method

---*

41myself more interested and wanting

. t'
. 'tIbiepts we coveted... go l'Ofp say

:.*.

to find out.more abOut

that I learned more by

-

:
:. '.

,...information, with_the other students. If I had acquired a certain

,

amount of inforMation, Someone elseopresdnied other OUrces bf

/."..
,

.

.,

.-information .and-thIsway,our discussion was very 'constructive'. They
,

. 0
0 ' .

.... ,

should use this Method Hof covering. the, material, it wil.. be jp6re
P . '

I found

the different

4.1)

sharing

'36
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interesting;", .

A

1 i ,t
. .'

f t
. t. . "Extellbn' ,t."''.

. ..

t AneCtOdota17.1emarks. Two students in the Class tad physical handicaps:

.speech defeCtu.and ePilepsy.
.

both indicated that this type of -

c

O.

m*esenEation.made them feql at ease And able to participate. The

.
student with the spedch.handica0, Was-one of the most involved and

. .
.G'

piesented.her material at each session welll'and' detail. The

s
.

A
.

.

..

studeekt with.epilepsyleit at ease, and did not feel the course
,

. . .

. .

presented i stressful condition for her and was able'to do better than

4,t * t I, ,,

k

t '4

).- , ' .

p

k,

in her other .classes. .1

a

o

One of the participants worked far a water company,, and was able to
.

,

bring to theclass background materialaon water treatment, pollution,

other` 'related prWems, This greatlyenhanced the textbbok material
.. 6

.7..

1.

and the lecture by the faculty member.

k 4 0 :
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The Wixicah-AMe1140 stwients foundLthart alcoholisM was a grouter

"problemamong this ethnic group than any other,. They studied the 1

problem as it appeared in the barrios and brought in Statistics and

other dataxelated to their own-tommqnitl

In the unit. dealing with stress, a student who hail, been involved' in

'Yoga andmeditation, related her experiences of.how it had worked

-for her...

a

In the unit on nutrition one student related tow he had. lost 64

pounds. He reviewed his personal experience as it related to the

value of a balanced diet.

Many, other dkamples could be related, but the above serves to

indicate the pergonal "frame of reference" is composed of not just

the stimuli presented,by the course material; but Stimulus is

^experienced,.perceived, judged,and reacted to'in relation td;other

stimuli, presentor past, to Which it is functionally related.

v 4

Results of Pre-Test. To determine the.general health knowledge

the class brought with them:, four major health issues confronting

the United States today were written on the blackboard. The class

was then asked to arrange thetselves into four groups, select a

coordinator or leader,,and discuss their selected topic with the

other three.groups topic, observe and critique the presentations..

Tach,group was given 15 minutes to prepare their presentation from

o

,v their own background and,experience.

.41
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iThe instructor served as moderator. The Cour topics were:

1. Leading causes of death in the U.S. today as compared

with%1900.

2. Major health problems'in the U.S. today.
.

3. Mant.s life span and potential.-

4. Populationliroblems and 14oposed solutions.

The goal of, the groups was 'to soIve.the problem presented to them.

The goal of the instructor was to observe the grotip and the behavior

of,the.participants. It hasbeen shown by leArhing psyehOlosists

N7. that many human goals can be achieTed 'more efficiently' by cooperative
*

effort'than by individual endeavor. Division of labor is one factor

contributing to the greater output of groups in such situations.

'That is, the various Members of the group can work at different

parts of'the task at the same time, whereas an individual working

by himself must handle all the parts by himself, one ata tide. The
,

groups made relatively few errors'in isolating the main relevant

facts and data, since theerrors of:one4ndividual were readily

detected and corrected by' someoneelse. There was good inter-
.

communication in,the gtoups, and after about ten minutes it was

obterved that one or two persons intach of the four groups was

emerging in the leadership role. The Iroups wereln circles and each

member appeared to be...ContriVuting. The class as a whole had bsen

given five minutes at the beginning to learn everything they could'

about their neighbor and then introduce that person,ro the rest of

the olass IntroduCing someone else diapells nervousness:because
0.

the person is not taj.king about himself', but &stranger.

42
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.Self introductions force the individual into a role that is embaraksing,

ego - involved. Since the 'class knew something about everyone, feelings

of security were established and since there was no grade attached

to the pre-test, stress-was reduced.

,Results of General Discusslon_Sessions A the Meetings continued Mu(

the groups had time to prePare their work in advande, theybecame.more

sensitive to'the roles and needs of different members and to their

own needs in' relation to those- of the others. Far example, the

student with the. speech defect seemed very much encouraged and

motivated totalk, because of the imrmth and reception of the group.

The student with epilepsy tended to rabble and repeat herself,,but

the group in no way displayed impatience or insensitiyity_bedause they

knew het and her problem.. She ha& identified this earliet to the

class. As the groups session continued they become more and more

reyeakingfReCple-felt-very comfortable ,and dicfndi hesitate to

discuss very intimate ,problems in theunits on human sexuality.

Health problemswere probed to a greater depth than had ever been

achieved in a straight lecture class: The undesirable effect of

competition. was reduced to a minimum. Evetyone knew if they contributed

and prepared their reports for the group they would pass and grades

did not become the .prime issue.

The one conflicting result regarding the value of group-centered

.methods of instruction is the amount learned. I know that each.

individual. learned more about particular health topics that he or

she was particularly interested in, and less in general about the

43



total field. In the teacher-centered method everyone is exposed to

.

a great deal of mass information and less in depth learning takes

place about more topics. Authoritarian leadership in the classroom

eliminates,the "incidiental" learning-or many kinds of pertonalland

social skills. 'Tbe statistics show that 4srl.W.1 percentsgeof,the

students. (about 8%) incurred difficulty adjusting to the change

in method and felt more secure with the lecture method. However,

the resptnse was 100% that the class was more interesting and

resulted in greater motivation.

My own self-evalUation was-that ie was highly tewarding to me

personally and I felt closer to my,students and their problems.

Final Grades Issued. The grading_system-at-East-riThgeies College,

is'based upon the traditional letter grades,of A, B, C, D, F, and

W. The no-penalty method .of grading is etplOye4 by allowing the

'student to withdraw (W) before the finalgrade isgiven if they are

anticipating a D or F. This system changed the usual bell-curve.

The final grades, given are depicted in graphic forth on the following

page. Also compared with them were the Health-10 grades issued in

the preceding semester in a class taught by the traditional` lecture

,method.

The results show that- the students performed well and pie gra e

distribution was as follows:

40



_TABLE 1

HEALTH 10 FALL 1974 HEALTH 10 FALL 1973

Hato- .

A 24% 15%

B 21% 117.5%

C 20% 27.5%

D
0 2.-5%

F 0 0

W 33% 37.57

. The students performed better and the retention rate was 4.5%

higher in student-centered class than the tradition-lecture method.

The evening division classes on the whole have a higher withdrawal

rate than the day classes,,because of the types of students: older,

O

41

working, family responsibilities, .etc., which usually present greater

stress factors to them than the usual day student encounters:

0
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XT. CONCLUSIONS.

A; The data gathered inAicateS there was 1009, concenius that the

student.7centered class was more interesting.

B. A small percentage. of students (1107.) prefered the traditional

lecture method, but-the majority (90%) favoredE,the 'group- ynamics
4

43

methodology.

C. A small percentage (7%) felt that they did not learn as much by

this method, but 93% said-they learned-mord.- -Thefinal grades

issued supported the higher achievement on the part of the students

taught by the student-centered method.

D. The students fgund that they

-

contributions by this method

involvement made them feel a

learning.

were able to make greater class
,4

and state& that this kind of

greater personal. responsibility for

E. All the students stated tha they did Come-to feel :a part of ehe

group. The feelings of individUal Status and of group member-

ship are amopg tha.most important factors contributing to the

morale of the Members of the group. Many, expressions cathe from

the group of Low much they enjoyed this experienCi.

F. The majority of the students did more Outside reading without its

having been assisned. They were motivated to read because it was

goal-related.

47
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Sixty percent of the students reported that they had experienced

attitude and behavior. changes In their health triop+ices,844 a

result of this class! Forty percent stated they did not.

44'

AA

e c ass 99t%) felt that the instructor had covered ehe

.

more technical areas to their satisfaction. The instructor

sat in 'the group circle and explained concepti that were not

completely understood by the discussions and the,outside tee.

The majority (93%) indicated they would like to see-this

methodology employed in their other classes.

r

I, as the instructor, found the class responseand enthusiasm

motivating to me. I Learned from the students as they reported

on issues that I was\not aware of,.and the students developed

during the course a greater respect for one another as they came to

know them individuall. Each Class experience would bring out from

the contributors experiences from their own background. The mutual

sharing of intimate details of life experiences made the gr6up a

warm, redponsive caring unit that was capable of'functioning at a

higher level of sensitivity than in ehe traditional teacher centered'.

class where social interchanges are limited.

c.
11

The reduced rate of attrition might ihe attributed to the increased,.

motivation and interest on ihe,part of the clabs with thii.tyPe of

methodology.
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XII." SUMMARY.

Higher education has'6een the least responsive to employing. class-

room techniques that fire innovative and different from the traditional

lcture method to stimulate student learning. East Los Angel0 College

has been'no different in- that the lecture method'isstill the

predominant approach to learning.

gS research attempted to employ group-dynamics4in the. teaching

of Health 10, a required course.for graduation and to determine if

learning could be enhanced by making the clais'student=centered.

The students-developed their own_goalsi selected-their own* topics

and issues, and socializaticiA techniques and as'a result the activities
.

,
.

. ,
.

became more meaningful. Motivation and interest was the .

informal Oresentationstediced anxieties and the opportunity to

Complete their mid-term and final evaluations outside cf classreduce&

the test situation to a minimal stress activity apd making the test

instrument itself a learning device. Survey of the literature

showed that researchlly psychologists and educators has proven that
-

educational goals can be achieved more,efficiently by cooperative

effort than in individual'effort. Because it encourages contribu-

tions from all members.of,the group it minimizes the undesirable effects

of excessive competition. Authoritarian leadership in the classroom

eliminates the "incidental" learning,of many kinds of personal'

social skills.

The significance afthis.study is to effect change in the traditional

classroom teaching method and overcome some of fhelearning problems

'initiated by the traditional approach.
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This study concluded that

motivation on.the part of:

evidenced by higher final

compaied withithe results

earlier Health 10 class..

XIII. RECOMMENDATION.

group dynamics stimulated interest Aci

the students, enhanced their learning as

grades, and reduced attrition when

of the traditional method used in an

-
A. It appears from, the data that

other methods thah the irAdit

and motivate: learning.

higher Iducation shbuld use

ional.lectuie method- to .stimuLte

4

. B. The techniquelof employing groOp dynamics in teaching appears

to be superior to the lecture method, and-it is recommended

. that more college fadulty use it in place of the teacher-

centered lecture method.

446

'C; In'colleges, such as East Los Angeles 'College, wire the, student

body is composed of.many studenti with educitional disadvantages and
--

language difficulties,. this method. is recommended because it

provideS for individual differences, stimulates verbal and written

communictions, aad'ulikes the classroom a .learning laboratory.

D. Workshops and seminars by faculty for faculty should be conducted

through the Office of Instruotion to involve and acquaint more

of the faculty with this method of classroom presentation.

E. Incentives should be offered, to faculty to induce them to

utilize this method by restricting their class size and load to

5 0

0
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small groups or relieve them from'one assigned-glass-to prepare

and-develorME this different methodology.

XIV.. RESULTS OF RESEARCH STUDY &LEAST LOS ANGELES COLLEGE CAMPUS POLICY.
O

East Los Angeles College is the recipient of a Title III Grant

to. develop and improva instruction as well as the improvement of

,bilingual - bicultural education. I had the opportunity to present

the results of my research at several faculty meetings devoted to

.

'these topics. Thfee EacuIcy members plan to tcy this. mothoci: one

in PsycholOgy, one'on Health, and the other.in a Child Development

course.

My bwil enthusiasm .fox

\teachingpethods, and

the results have drama'tically changed my

I would never teach a .class solely on the

lecture method again. =

5 1 -

1 4,
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EXHIBIT A

East 1.6s Angeles College
Health 10
Fall temest4 1974
Ruth Reda

I.' OBJECTIVES

A: The basic objectives are for students to:

1. Obtain a fundamental .knowledge and .understanding
of Modern.health information that is rellayant

in our daily living.

2. Be se,mulated and motivated to Wiser health behavior
based on scientific fasts and attitudet.

3. Become aware through discussion of the pro and crin-.
opinioris drawn from authoritative sources.

4. Exercise discrimination in evaluating. health'
-informa" tiot Of at accurate and scientific nature
apart from that cloaked in superatitiori and'quacketyl,

5. Relate accurate health information to others and our
familie.so that good health. practices can affect
our community and society.

II. STRATEGIES

A. TO achieve the., course -objectives, several strategies will
beemployed:,

1. 'Independent study: The -student.,is expected to
read' text and other library materials before coming

.to class. -
;

2. Class discussion: The class will divide itself
into three or four groups to make presentations ot 1
'selected' topics.;

sf .
a. Each ,,week.i the students of e group will select

a topic to. read and research on. At the next
reeetink,;time Will be, given in plies revievi,

prepare,. and. decide on preseritatien 'of the

material to the cleat:. '.
#b. Cleats- will react, to material.

c. The-more unique and interesting the presentation.
the ,better the evaluation by the class and-
instructor.

IP
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Health, 10

Page 2
Fall Semester 1974

'11. STRATEGIES continued)

3. tura.material by instructor will be presented

alto in :sortie areas.

4. Evaluation:, Gradewill be based ,on participation,
completion-of objectives, and final review examination

over issues discussed.:
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Tall Semester 1974

Required Reading:

-Date

EXHilic;

DISCUSSION, TOPICS

Essentials of Lifeand Health
Dimensions, 4 Changing Concept of Health
by Jones, ShOenberg, and Byer

Week-

Sept.,17, 18 1 a) Leading-causes of death in
today.ie compared with

. 1900.

Major .health problems in U.S.

today.

c) sMaesjife(wtn,and,potentimil.
d) YopnlitiOn prOblems and

proposed solutions.'

24, 25 2 interaction of Mind and Body-

First
Meeting.

Oct. 2
9

15;. 1
22; 23

29, 30'

.Nov. St 6
.12,13
19, 20
26,.27

Dec, 3, 4
10,Ji
17, 18
24, 25

:
31, Jan. 1

Jan. 7, 8
1416
21, 22

3 Principles of mental health

4 'Alcoholii#(and-aocial problims
5 Drugs,. tobacco, and social problems.

6 Cancer and respiratory problems
7 Family health

8 Human sexuality andlleredity
9 Nutrition ,

10 Digeitive-system and disorders

11 Community Health

12 Selection of-heafth services and physicians .

13 Communicable diseasei
14 Communicable diseases
15 Christmas vacation
16 Christmia vacation

17 Noncommunicable diseases,

18 Environmental-health
' 19 Final Review

4

Individual groups will decide which aspects' of their topics they will
tackle, discupsion topics they will present,'who the Coordinator,wilI

be; and their methodird'presentation.

Group

)
)
)

)

3 )
4- )

)
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Ext4 IBxr C.( You DO NOT NEED TO SIGN -XOUR. NAME

COURSE EVALUATION

Has the science of health been made more interesting -bececise.:
-

=.

2.

3.

S.

1.

8.

9.

S$

YES NO

Do you preder the straight lecture method Of presentation over
student: centered' eresent'ation. .

.________
.

.
_ .

-
,a

Did you feel.'you learned more because of your-activities in
the presentation.

. .

pici.aw feel you had en offortunity_to contribute to the class?

. .

. .

......_____... .

.

.Did you fee a part of, the group? '
. *

.

,Was the mazer Lai. coverage __aclecpka te .

.

.

1.
.

Were.you motivated to do more outside reading than in the
usual _lecture class presentation.

Did you feel the group stimulated you to change health patterns
and ideas more than if you had just had straight lecture.

I

;,

,
.

.
-

Did the instructor cover the more techojcill areas to your
satisfact ion. .

,

Was the class e4perlence. the type you would like to see used in
other courses?. _ '-. .

--.7-
.

4 Ii

[I. 'evaIuatclin your own words your reactions to the class..

i
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EXHIBIT.D

hIEALTii 10 tAKIWRiION

.SeleCt 3 out of the 4 questions.

ti

2. For each of the following questions prepare a minimum of two pages, typed

using material, from class discuSsions, films, text, and'outside'reading:

\ A. Emotional stress can effect our.hiiith psychosomaticalLy. Elaborete_

on. the problems related to lc,- eg. mental illness, 'dm& problems,

,

psychrosoMatic illnesses, smoking, etc., and indicate

iaiyourdoncluSions some positive' recommendations.
'

B. 'IA today's society great emphasis is being placed on Sek research,

and-new outlooks on social sexual patterns, Describe'what'-effects

posftive or negative the "new'morality" can have orchealth and

population Problems.

R.

"Nutrition" has becom4,44 multimillion dollar'industry. Many fad diets,

books, and health food products are flooding the market. What:.

conclusions ha\re you arrived at from our diicussions,on the values

of some of these trends. "In your summary indicate in what way these /

factors have altered your diet patterns and thinking.

D. Cancer and.its treatment is stilt a big question in .the. minds of

many people. Describe in brief what cancer is add:elaborate on

quackery treatments and proponents. of "calker cures ".

60
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WI Extinris'E.

EASt Los AngAlis College
Ruth Rada
Health 19 . .

-
, - --

Final Examination
.

_

NA:gi

DATE

DirectiOnst Select four of the five following questions.
Answers not to be leSs than two and no More
than four typed pages for eAdh question,

1. CommunicAble diseases are caused by specific agents
or pathogens. Describe the six major groups of
pathogens, their characteristics, and some of the
diseases caused by them. -

2. Communicable diseases progress through several definite
stages or cycles. Describe the cycln of infection and
what protections we have in the way of nonspecific body
defenses as well as the specific types conferred by
passive and active immunity.

Y. .Describe three major venereal diseases, how they may be
controlled, and what the socialistic problems are as they
affebt community health,

, Elaborate on the problems of water and food pollution and
what control may be exercised to insure the consumer
safe foods and water. Describe water treatment, Better
Food and Drug controls, etc.

Heart. diseade is the leading cause of-deaths in the U.S,
today. Describe some of the kinds of heart problems and
how we can prevent increases in heart disorders through
diet, exercise, physical examinations, etc.
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